PANArt-Cleaning Spray
Description
The PANArt-HANG & PANG-Cleaning Spray is a waterbased and oil free, mild
alkaline cleaner which provides at the same time a very good corrosion protection.

- Free of oil, solvents and silicon -

Technical Data
Colour
Density at 20°C
Viscosity at 40°C
pH value
Flash Point

Light yellow
1,02 g/ml
1,0 cSt
9,2
none

Application
PANArt-Cleaining Spray is applied to cleaned and to ensure corrosion protection for
the HANG & PANG instruments. The mild alcaline fluid also leaves a very smooth
haptic and give a soft touch to the HANG surface.
It cleans sweat, finger prints as well as oily, greasy residues. After applying the fluid
dries off and the metal surface is protected against corrosion. The best corrosion
protection is given when the HANG and PANG is kept indoors.

How to apply
The fluid has to be applied with the spray gun. 6-7 squirts onto the HANG & PANGsurface have to be distributed with a micro cleaning cloth to clean and to give
corrosion protection. Distribute the fluid as long as it dries off and you feel a soft
touch of the steel surface.
The corrosion protection depends on how often the HANG or PANG and in which
environment it is played or stored. In a dry environment the corrosion protection is
over 90 days. A high humidity environment (like near to the shore) the HANG &
PANG should be treated after roughly 14 or 28 days.
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Easy to apply
Excellent cleaning effect
Long corrosion protection (at indoor storage)
Polishing Effect
Leaves a „soft haptic“ and gives a smooth touch
Biodegradable & watersoluble
No hazardous material
No propellant (500 ml manual Spray Gun)
Easy to refill

Price
Over sea countries and where airfreight has to be done
HANG Cleaning Box
EUR 22,00
(500 ml Cleaning Fluid-Cloth: the fluid is soaked in 150
perforated cloth and packed in a box/can for easy use,
the box has a re-sealable lid to avoid evaporation of the
cleaning fluid)
In EU (road transport)
Cleaning Spray
1 ltr. Refill bottle

EUR 15,00
EUR 22,00

All prices to be understood incl. packaging, additional freight costs
(world wide, excluding CH as PANArt takes care of CH).
Freight in Germany
Freight in EU world wide (except CH)

EUR 6,90
to be requested (depends on country)

Payment in Advance via:
Paypal
Or (preferred)
Bank Transfer to:
Bank:
BIC/SWIFT:
IBAN:

Sparkasse Rhein-Haardt
MALADE51DKH
DE24546512400005007703
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